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Millions of people 
walk on HARO Floors 

every day.  
Find out why!
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46 Surface Finishes

24 Plank 1-Strip 180



We have been working with wood for 
over 150 years. As Germany's leading 
flooring manufacturer, we produce 
naturally beautiful floors with passion 
and care. Even in the 5th generation, 
we take our responsibility as a family 
company seriously and are committed 
to society, the environment, and people – 
with respect and appreciation. 

Wood has been our 
passion since 1866.
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To ensure that you can enjoy your 
HARO Floor for many years to come, 
we process and refine only the highest 
quality natural materials.  Our floors 
have proven their worth millions of 
times and are installed all over the 
world. But they are not made just 
anywhere – they are made here in 
Rosenheim. Investing in a high-quality 
HARO Floor provides long-term value 
and benefits.

Appreciated worldwide.
Made in Germany.



Do you know what is so special about 
HARO's multi-layer parquet?  
The parquet's 3-layer construction with 
grains running in different directions 
reduces the natural swelling and 
shrinking of the wood by up to 70%. 
Why is this so important?  
Solid wood floors, as we know them 
from the past, tend to warp when 
humidity changes. Uneven subfloors 
require time-consuming sanding before 
installation. In addition, a large amount 
of wood is needed to produce a rather 
small amount of flooring. So in terms 
of sustainability, environmental 
protection and not least costs, 
multi-layer parquet is the better choice.

The highest quality in 
every layer.

1
Wear layer, approx. 3.5 mm 
thick, made of carefully 
selected, sustainable 
wood

2
The middle layer made of 
solid spruce improves 
stability, and disperses 
moisture

3
The softwood 
backing board 
provides more 
dimensional stability

4
Optional insulation 
underlay for better 
acoustics and a soft 
underfoot feeling
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The moment you see and touch a HARO 
Floor, you immediately feel the natural 
beauty. Our inspiration for this is always 
nature – the changing light and colours, 
 the shapes and textures. Natural beauty 
feels right in every room – every single 
day. Simply perfect. 

We learn from the best:
Nature.



The materials we process are reliant on 
the integrity of nature. That is why we 
are so passionate about sustainability. 
We take our environmental responsibilities 
seriously, with a focus on long-term 
thinking and carefully considered action. 
Naturally, this includes the careful use of all 
resources.

For us, 
sustainability is more 
than just a word.
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What is special about HARO: All designs are available in all colours and surfaces. 
This means that you can easily furnish your entire house or flat with the same 
flooring. The look is consistent and you can choose the design that best suits each 
room. For example, Plank 1-Strip 240 Plaza in the living room, Plank 1-Strip 180 in 
the dining room, and Longstrip in the bedrooms. Everything is individually 
matched to the respective room, yet consistent.

Parquet for every room

The versatile floor 
for all rooms:
Plank 1-Strip 180

Whether big or small: the classic 
board format cuts a fine figure in 
any room. The variants with bevels 
on two or four sides offer various 
options for room design and an 
individual look.

The vibrant floor  
that is perfect everywhere: 
Longstrip 

The three offset elements on 
each floorboard give any size of 
room structure and support. 
Longstrip brings life to any room and is 
always a perfect fit – regardless of the 
the room's size and furnishing. 

The perfect floor  
for large rooms:
Plank 1-Strip 
Plaza 240

The extra-wide board format gives 
large rooms a particularly spacious 
and elegant ambience. This makes 
the Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240 floor the 
ideal floor for rooms with a lot of 
visible floor space. The boards give 
the room structure, emphasise 
spaciousness, and create a 
harmonious appeal.

Dimensions: 240 x 2200 mm  
or 220 x 2200 mm
(Smoked Oak)

Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm

Formats:

Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
or 173 x 2200 mm 
(Smoked Oak)



The extra-wide 
board format 
for large rooms.

Plank 1-Strip 
Plaza 240 

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240

Dimensions: 240 x 2200 mm  
or 220 x 2200 mm
(Smoked Oak)

Format
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HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Fumed Oak Invisible Universal
brushed 4V



Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240

HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240  
Oak Markant 
brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240  
Oak Markant 
brushed 4V



Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240

HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240  
Oak Tobacco Grey Universal  
alpine brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240  

Fumed Oak Puro White Universal 
brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240  
Oak Markant 
brushed 4V



HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240  
Smoked Oak Markant 
brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240  
Oak Invisible Sauvage
brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240  
Oak Light White Sauvage 
brushed 4V



The best choice
for small rooms.

Plank 1-Strip 
180 

Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
or 173 x 2200 mm 
(Smoked Oak)

Format

Plank 1-Strip 180Page 24  | 



HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180 
Fumed Oak Sauvage brushed 4V



HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180 
Oak Markant 
brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180  
Oak Markant 
brushed 4V



Plank 1-Strip 180

HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180 
Oak Puro White Sauvage
brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180  
Fir 4V

HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180  
Oak Sauvage 
retro brushed 4V



Plank 1-Strip 180

HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180  
Oak Invisible Markant 
brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180  
American Walnut 
Universal 4V

HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 180  
Ash Tobacco Grey Universal  
retro brushed 4V

Try our HARO Room Visual-
izer now.



Longstrip

Fills rooms 
with life.

Longstrip 

Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm

Format
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Longstrip
Oak Light White Favorit
brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000  
Longstrip
Ash Favorit



Longstrip

HARO Parquet 4000  
Longstrip

Oak Puro White Trend
brushed
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Longstrip
Smoked Oak Naturale
brushed

HARO Parquet 4000  
Longstrip 
Oak Trend 
brushed
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HARO Parquet 4000  
Longstrip 
Oak Tobacco Grey Trend

HARO Parquet 4000  
Longstrip 
Amber Robinia Favorit

HARO Parquet 4000  
Longstrip 
Oak Light White Naturale 
brushed



A new floor will transform your room. Why not take a look at your 
home with your favourite floor right now? Simply drag the desired 
floor into your room in the Room Visualizer on our website. Enjoy 
the peace of mind of knowing you have chosen the right floor, and 
then relish the excitement of anticipation.

Install your favourite floor 
virtually in your own home.

Try our HARO Room Visualizer 
now.
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Oak Classic Colours

Range Overview

       Nature Nature  Nature  
   White  Grey Light Medium Dark 

Design Grading Surface Light White Puro White Sand Grey  Invisible Nature Smoked Oak 

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
 Markant nD  541854  541432  541182  541430  536546  541437 

  nL+  541428  537606 541434  538964  536974  541438  

 Sauvage nD  541855  541433 541435  541431  540234  541439 

  nL+  541429  537607  541436   538965  536975  541440 

 Universal nL+    538963     538966  533499  

Plank 1-Strip 180
 Exklusiv pD         524680    

  nL+    531679     531677   

 Markant pD  531216  538960   538942 538938  524577   526040  

  nD  541856   538959   535449  535445   535447   535465 

  nL+  541859  527326 538943  535617  528682  528678 

 Sauvage pD  529268  538962  538944  538939  524634  541958 

  nD  541857   538961  535450  535446   535448   535466   

  nL+  541860  530195, 535622  538945  535618  528695, 530793  530148, 534152 

 Alabama nL+    529764     529587    

 Universal pD            

  nD            

  nL+            

Longstrip
 Exquisit pD         524689    

 Trend pD         523785, 524632    

  nD         535416    

  nL+    533343     530135    

 Naturale pD  541915  541922  541918  541923  541931, 541917  541926 

  nD  541851  541921  541919  541924  541927  541929 

  nL+  541852  541914  541920  541925  541928  541916 

 Favorit pD            

  nD            
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Oak Trend Colours Variety of wood types

For better orientation in our comprehensive range of Parquet Floors 
we have classified the entire range into 6 colour worlds and selected the 
matching gradings and surface finishes.

1. Oak Classic Colours: The range that covers almost all colours 
and surface finishes

2. Oak Trend Colours: Oak parquet in special colours  
with the best matching surface finishes for the respective colour

3. Variety of wood types: This category includes all wood types 
that round off the range in addition to oak parquet

White

541441

538934

524916

544625

541858

538952 544626

544630 544627

544632535451

538951

523789523809

531988 524466 523791 525127 524442 535566

541936

524444 525190

541853

523642 523811

538935 538940 538941

530141

523812

538956

524928

542086

533051 533051

535453

541442

Crystal
White

Fumed Oak
Puro White

Fumed Oak
Invisible

Thermo
Oak

African
Oak

Ash Light 
White

Fir Light 
White

Can.
Maple

Ash
Invisible

Ash
Pastel Creme

Beech
Steamed

Fir Ash American
Cherry

Amber
Robinia

Thermo 
Ash

American
Walnut

Merbau

Nature
Light

Nature
Light

Nature
Medium

539088

539089 538949

540232

Fumed Oak
Invisible

Fumed Oak

Nature
dark

Nature
dark

530795

541933

539946

539946

538967

Shell
Grey

Tobacco
Grey

Grey Black White



Exquisit:  Choice top-layer strips with an even texture and colour, Look: Subtle, distinguished, elegant*

Trend: Calm wood grain with a small amount of knots, Look: Natural, classic, timeless**

Naturale: Wood grain with natural colour differences and a natural amount of knots, Look: vibrant*** 

Please note: In some types of exotic wood species, mineral deposits can cause staining on the surface. *, **, *** graded in acc. with EN 13489, 4.4; all others graded in acc. with EN 13489, B

Longstrip

The oak top layers we select for our HARO Parquet are available in 
a wide variety of grades, ranging from subtle to vibrant. We offer 
the right HARO Oak Parquet for every taste. As with all the good 
things in life, it is your unique personal taste that counts.  
The descriptions of the grades only convey an approximate picture. 
A decision can best be made with the actual board.

HARO Parquet  
Grades

Grades

Calm Medium Vibrant

Calm Medium Vibrant

Calm Medium Vibrant
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Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240 / Plank 1-Strip 180

Sauvage: Natural to vibrant wood texture, larger amounts of knots, cracks,  
filled areas and wormholes are possible, Look: Trendy, rustic

Calm Medium Vibrant

Universal: Combination of our grades, including heartwood, Look: Vibrant

Calm Medium Vibrant

Exklusiv: Choice top-layer strips with an even texture and colour, Look: Subtle, distinguished, elegant

Calm Medium Vibrant

Alabama: Lively wood texture with an authentic amount of knots and a greater number 
of black puttied cracks, Look: unique, rustic, authentic

Calm Medium Vibrant

Markant: Wood grain with small amount of knots, Look: Natural, classic, timeless

Calm Medium Vibrant



The breathing natural oil 

surface naturaLin plus 

perfectly highlights the 

natural character of a parquet 

floor. The oil penetrates the 

wood, protects the parquet 

and gives it a unique matt 

look and a natural feel. An 

additional benefit: the surface 

is particularly easy to clean.

The revolutionary premium 

surface finish naturaDur 

impresses with its beauty and 

the soft feel of a natural oil 

surface. At the same time, the 

finish is a durable special 

varnish that protects the 

parquet floor against signs of 

wear and tear while making it 

even easier to clean and 

maintain.

The permaDur finish is a 

high-quality varnished surface 

with an elegant, silky matt 

shine. It guarantees the 

highest durability and easy 

maintenance.

The finish of a surface not only emphasises the natural beauty of a 
parquet floor, but also protects its natural ambience and provides 
reliable protection with little need for cleaning and care. With the 
three HARO surface finishes permaDur, naturaDur and naturaLin plus, 
you can customise your parquet floor to suit its use and to achieve 
the desired look.

Three surface finishes – 
unique properties

Surface finish & WarrantyPage 46  | 



To show just how convinced we are in the durability of our 
parquet flooring, we offer a very special benefit: our lifetime 
warranty.* It is something that other manufacturers do not 
offer. For more than 150 years, we have been working hard to 
ensure that we can offer this warranty. It is the result of the 
wealth of experience we have built up over generations, 
combined with the knowledge and expertise of our employees. 
It is an expression of our knowledge of excellent workmanship 
and carefully selected materials. We are not the only ones who 
are convinced: we have also received many certifications from 
internationally recognised organisations. Ultimately, what 
gives us the greatest satisfaction is seeing our customers 
happy with our floors. For a lifetime.

Only true quality comes 
with a lifetime warranty.

Guaranteed
high quality

Naturally
healthy living

Committed to
sustainability

Made with
passion

Made in
Germany

Guaranteed
high quality

Naturally
healthy living

Committed to
sustainability

Made with
passion

Made in
Germany

Guaranteed
high quality

Naturally
healthy living

Committed to
sustainability

Made with
passion

Made in
Germany

Guaranteed
high quality

Naturally
healthy living

Committed to
sustainability

Made with
passion

Made in
Germany

Guaranteed
high quality

Naturally
healthy living

Committed to
sustainability

Made with
passion

Made in
Germany

*Available in selected countries and only with the purchase of accessories from the Installation 
Decoration-Care series.



 As unique 
as yourself

parkettmanufaktur by HARO celebrates the fine art of parquet 
craftsmanship. Here, selected precious woods are processed into 
unique premium parquet floors and then individually finished by 
hand. This way, a variety of unique parquet floors can be created for 
exquisite interior designs – such as Vintage Oak, XL boards, and 
Carré boards made of extra-hard cross-grain wood. 
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parkettmanufaktur by HARO
Parquet Tile Design Basket
Ash Arabica Mezzo



parkettmanufaktur by HARO
Carré
Oak Blue Grey Selectgiv brushed

parkettmanufaktur by HAROPage 50  | 
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The fine art of 
parquet craftsmanship

Refinement

African Oak Selectiv
Customisation: Scraped

Smoked Oak White Selectiv
Customisation: Hand-scraped

Smoked Oak Selectiv
Customisation: Frame-sawn, worm-holes

Oak Blue Grey Selectiv
Customisation: Hammered, brushed

Oak Arabica Forte Selectiv
Customisation: Deep-brushed

Oak Lime White Selectiv
Customisation: Frame-sawn

African Oak Silver Limewashed Selectiv
Customisation: Brushed

Ash Arabica Mezzo Selectiv
Customisation: Hand-scraped, wormholes

In addition to numerous prefabricated standard floors, you have 
the option of customising your parquet floor with a wide range of 
harmonious refinements. Here are the various customisation options. 



Original
Accessories

safe

coordinated

tried & tested 
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HARO
Accessories
Always a perfect match.   

From skirtings to insulation underlays: HARO offers a wide range of 
matching accessories for your floor.
Manufactured in the same quality and perfectly matched to the look 
and characteristics of your parquet floor – for a better feeling 
when restyling your home. 



HARO Parquet 4000  
Plank 1-Strip 
Oak Light White Sauvage brushed 4V



Skirtings
Matching or contrasting? Skirtings enable 
transitions between the floor and the wall that 
are visually and functionally attuned to your 
desired floor. Naturally, they are also available in 
water-resistant versions.

 32 | HARO

SOCKELLEISTEN –
MIT SYSTEM  
 
Für einen perfekten Rundum-Auf-
tritt bieten wir Ihnen passend zu 
jedem unserer Korkböden die 
entsprechende Sockelleiste. Damit 
Ihnen die gelungene Umsetzung 
Ihres Bodentraums besonders 
einfach gelingt, haben wir zudem 
ein ebenso simples wie attraktives 
Sockelleisten-Befestigungssystem 
entwickelt. 

Zubehör

BODENPROFILE –
STILVOLLE ÜBERGÄNGE VON 
MARKANT BIS DEZENT 
  
Bei der Verlegung unterschied- 
licher Böden kommt es auf einen 
passenden Übergang an, sowohl 
optisch wie auch haptisch. Dazu 
bieten wir Ihnen Bodenprofile in 
unterschiedlichen Farbgestaltungen 
an. So können Sie wahlweise 
markante Akzente setzen oder 
dezent Übergänge schaffen. 
Unsere Bodenprofile schaffen auch 
dann noch einen gekonnten 
Übergang, wenn unterschiedliche 
Bodenbeläge in der Höhe leicht 
variieren. 

Insulation underlays
Whether with or without underfloor heating: 
different insulation underlays guarantee the 
perfect underlay for every room and every floor.

HARO Accessories & CarePage 56  | 

When you choose HARO, you get more than just a floor. For HARO 
offers accessories, cleaning and care products, and replacement 
parts that are perfectly adapted to the floors – not just for today 
and tomorrow, but for the entire lifetime of your floor. As a 
fifth-generation family business, we understand the significance 
of consistency and reliability in maintaining the quality of our 
products and relationships with our valued dealers and partners.
 

blauer-engel.de/uz176
blauer-engel.de/uz120

Guaranteed to fit:
HARO Accessories



Transition mouldings
With the matching transition mouldings, you can 
harmoniously combine different flooring variants 
or even different floor coverings. Thanks to their 
design, the transition mouldings can also balance 
out different height levels.

Stair nosings
With stair nosings, the room and staircase become 
an aesthetic unit. This lends a particularly elegant 
and harmonious feel to open room concepts.

Find out more in 
the special catalogue 
and at haro.com.



Certificates

Since 1995, we have been certified 
according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008. 
This ensures consistent product 
quality.

The CE label stands for compliance 
with all European safety and health 
directives.

HARO's energy management is 
certified according to ISO 50001: 2013.

DIN EN ISO 14001: 2004 stands for 
active environmental management. 
We have been a holder of the 
Bavarian Quality Award since 1998, 
and of the PEFC seal since 2002.

Our quality floors are of the 
highest-quality German workmanship. 

Made in Germany

ISO Certificates

CE Certificate

The Blue Angel certifies the 
environmental compatibility of our 
products: blauer-engel.de/uz176, 
blauer-engel.de/uz120

The French VOC label certifies that 
the emissions of DISANO Design 
Floors by HARO are completely 
non-hazardous.

blauer-engel.de/uz176
blauer-engel.de/uz120

We have been PEFC certified since 
2004.  This means we can assure you 
that the wood we process comes from 
sustainably managed forests.

We are a member of the Verband der 
Deutschen Parkettindustrie e.V. 
(Association of the German Parquet 
Industry) and of the FEP, the European 
Federation of the Parquet Industry.

Memberships

Every day, our employees put great expertise, experience and passion into their 
work. That is why we are certain that HARO's products will convince you with 
their outstanding quality. We emphasise this by offering warrantees of 15 and 
30 years, which is up to twice as long as those of other manufacturers. HARO's 
strong commitment to quality is reflected by numerous certificates from 
internationally recognised institutions. As a member of important industry 
organisations and associations, we are also committed to quality, transparency 
and sustainability that reach beyond our company.

HARO Parquet Floors will 
convince you. Guaranteed.
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Reasons for HARO
Four good reasons why every 

HARO floor is unique:

Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 10 03 53 | 83003 Rosenheim | Germany 
T + 49 8031 700-0 | F + 49 8031 700-299
info@haro.de | haro.com

Find a
HARO retailer
near you.

Nature's 
ally

HARO processes and
refines only high-quality, 
natural materials.

Tested and
certified

HARO Floors are proven 
to create a healthy living 
environment and have 
been tried and tested 
millions of times.

Manufactured
in Germany

HARO Floors are
manufactured exclusively 
in Germany and installed 
worldwide.

Over 150 years
of experience

For five generations, 
HARO has stood for
finest craftsmanship, high 
quality and responsibility
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